THE TWO-MILE
ELECTRON ACCELERATOR,
by EDWARD L. GINZTON and WILLIAM KIRK
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The Two-Mile Electron Accelerator
Corigrc~sl h provided
~
furids f o r CI mtxchirie that will u s e
radio wun CYS to accelerate electrons d o w i a 10,000-Joot
pipr to c.Iiergies of more t h m 20 billion electron volts

uring its receilt session Congrc,ss
authorized the constiiiction of a
large particle accelerator, a linear
electron machine two miles long that \vi11
be built at Stanford University uncler the
sponsorship of the Atomic Energy Cornmission. The accelerator will at first produce an intense beam of electrons at an
eiiergy of 20 Bev (billion electron volts),
will ~iltimatelybe capable of an energy
of 40 to 45 Bev, will take six years to
build and will cost $114 million. It \vi11
be the largest electron accelerator and
the most expensive accelerating machine
of any kind yet bnilt. In this articlc \+‘e
shall describe the Stanford accelerator
~ n discuss
d
some of the reiisons why it
was chosen as the next major U.S. effort
in the field.
Accelerators are the chief instruments
of high-energy physics-the branch of
science that deals with matter in its eleinentary forms. They are not only the
“microscopes” with which matter is exnmined but also the means by which
most elementary forms of matter are
created for study in the laboratory. (Of
the 30 elementary particles now known
only three-the proton, neutron and electron-are present in atoms of ordinary
matter.) Increasing the size of a machine
-that is, the energy of its particle beamincreases its resolving power as a microscope. So far as can now be seen, there
is no obvious upper limit to the process.
Moreover, bigger machines inay expand
the list of particles, creating forms of
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matter presently unknown. Again no one
can say where the limit lies, if it exists
at all.
All accelerators operate by subjecting
clectriciilly charged particles to the
force produced by an electric field. In
the circular machines (cyclotrons and
synchrotrons) the particles are constrained by powerful niagnets to move in
spiral or circular orbits so that they pass
repeatedly, niaiiy thousands of times,
through the region containing the accelerating field. In linear accelerators the
pirticles pass just once down a straight
tube, and 1 1 0 guiding magnets are recliiired. There are two versions of the
linear design: the standing-wave machine, in which the tube is split into
many segments and the accelerating
field exists ;icross the gaps het\veen segincnts; and the traveling-wave machine,
in which the field moves clown the tube
\vi& the particles in the form of an
electromagnetic wave [see “The Linear
Accelerator,” by Wolfgang Panofsky;
NTIFIC AMVIEHICAN,October, 19541.
As electron accelerators the circular
machines have an inherent limitation.
When high-speed electrons travel a
curved path, they give off X rays. The
higher the energy of the particles, the
greater the proportion of energy that is
lost in radiation. Up to a few Bev the
energy loss is tolerable; at energies above
about 10 Bev it may become prohibitive.
Electron synchrotrons rated at about six
Bev are now under construction in Cam-

bridge, Mass., West Germany and the
U.S.S.R.
The linear design is free of radiation
losses no matter how high its energy. As
between the standing-wave and traveling-wave types, the latter is better suited
to the acceleration of electrons. Accordingly the Stanford machine will be n
traveling-wave linear accelerator.
the design of this machine the nccelerating field-a radio wave of extremely high frequency-is provided by
a series of very large klystron tubes simiI N to those nsed in high-powered radar
transmitters. The output of the tubes is
fed at 10-foot intervals into an evacuated copper pipe four inches in diameter
and 10,000 feet long. Electrons are injected into one end of the pipe from an
electron “gun” like that in a television
picture tnbe, and they move down the
pipe on the wave, in a manner analogous
to a surfboirder riding an ocean wave.
To understand the process in some\\?hatmore detail it is useful to form a pictiire of an electromagnetic wave in the
accelerator pipe. At any given instant the
wave will produce a steadily varying
electric force, the direction of which reverses in successive portions of the pipe.
11-1 other words, with respect to electrons
moving through the pipe the wave consists of successive regions of accelerating
and decelerating force. The wave can be
represented schematically as n sine
curve, with the crests indicating maxi11
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inum accelerating force and the troughs
indicating inaxiinuin decelerating force
[5(!(’ illrlstlatiof1 011 p g c 71. If no\v the
wave itself also moves clown tlie pipe,
it will tend to push tlie electrons ahead
of it, gathering them in liuiiches at the
accelerating crests. Ideally, as the electroiis gain speed under tlie influence of
the continuous force, tlie wave should
speed up in exact synchronization, so
that the particles remain always at tlie
point of maximuin accelerating force. In
practice, however, satisfactory operation
can tie olitnined even if tlie electron m c l
wave velocities differ slightly.
Because of their small inass, electrons
subjected to even a moderate acceleratiiig field rapidly rencli ii very high speed.
‘I‘hey leave the iiijectiiig giiii at half the
speed of light iii a vaciuuin ( c ) , arid by
the time they reach an energy of five
Mev (million electron volts) they are
nlready traveling Lit ,995 c. In accord:111ce with the theory of relativity, tlie
m a s s of the particles increases with their
velocity, a i d by the time they are within
h:dl of 1 per cent or so of the speed of

light the rate of inass iiicrease is ex- [see “Things That Go Faster than Light,”
tremely steep, At fi\.e Me\, the 11lt1Ss of by RIiltoii A. Rothnian; S c x ~ ~ ~ r r r c
the electron is still not miich larger t l ~ a n Anr~1~1c:.is,Jnlv, 19601. A proper choice
its i n n s at rest. At 20 l k v , an energy of the c1inieiisi;iis of the ridged structure
40,000 times grenter, the inass is just slows the wnve to the desired velocity.
a h i t 40,000 times the rest mass, where- The first few feet of the pipe can be
;is the spced is incrensed only nliout half
tnpered so that the field velocity iiiO F 1 per cent to .99999
crL’;\ses sn1oothly from .5 c , the speed of
after the first few feet the electrons iiijectioii of the electrons, to its find
travel at almost coilstant speed through velocity of something inore than .99c.
the pipe, and the subsequent energy gain
a p p e x s priinarily as an increase in mass.
ike all large liiiear accelerators, the
In order to supply energy coirtinuoiisly the acceleratiiig field must tixvel pulsed tlcvicc,, with the klystron tulxs
at a velocity close to that of the particles. deliveririg po\ver i n very short bursts.
Some slippage liet\veen the two is allow- This is bcciuse of the enormous quaiitit!‘
able, so long as the particles stay near oE po\ver dcmanded f1.0111 the tubes, all
the wive crests (the poiilts of inminiruin : i n i o i ; i i t t h t woiiltl h i r n thein out if
accelei.ating forcc) . To l)riiig the w;i\’t‘
velocity close enoiigh to that of the p a r ticles, the inside of the pipe is designed
with a series of ridges. These have the
effect of slowing the electroiixignctic
\v;tvcs traveling tllrough tllc pi1)r.. If the
pipe were pc.rfectly siiiootli, the \vuves
tvould travel faster than L‘ and ~ o ~bel d
unuble to transfer energy to the particles

OVER-ALL PIAN of rlie two-mile acre1er.i.
tor i. sliown in tlir drawing that estends from
top right to bottom left. The electron beam
\+ill be injected tit top right, accelerated
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they \wre to operate at tliat le\.cll for
niore t h m a few niicrosccoltds (]nillionths of a second) a t a time. 111circlllar
machines the particles reach high energy

In many respects the new accelerator
is a scaled-11p v e r s i o ~of~ the largest lil~ear
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down the IO.000-foot tube .ind deflected into iepnrate be.rn1s hy the
hencling-magnet s\citchy.rrd. They \\ill impinge on target5 in ihe
1)uildings at bottom left. A t hottoiii right is n d e t d e d culnnny
drziwing of the “hrrerh“ end of the niac.hine The e l e c i ~ o n swill he

introdnc.ed into ihe pipe by an eleetlon “glln” and accelerated by
r:idio \v&ivefed into the pipe hy HaPe guides nt IO-foot intervals.
The r d i o ~ n v e\ r i l l he generaled b y large hlystron t&es in is
~ d e 1 yr n n n i ~ l g p.lr.lllel to the pipe lor .rlmo~tits fall length.
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device now operating: the Mark 111electron accelerator at Stanford. This machine has been in routine use since 1952
and has made some important contributions to high-energy physics. It was the
successful experience with the Mark 111
that led in 1954 to the first studies of the
feasibility of the two-mile accelerator,
and then to the formal proposal of such
n machine in 1957.
The Mark I11 is 300 feet long and is
fed at 10-foot intervals b y klystrons, each
delivering 17 million watts iu two-microsecond pulses 60 times a second. The
electrons passing down the tube gain a
little more than three Mev per foot; the
maximum energy is about one Bev. In
its initial stage the two-mile accelerator
will have klystrons spaced 40 feet apart,
each delivering up to 24 millioii watts in
2.5-microsecond pulses. With this arrangement the energy gain will be one
to two Mev per foot and the maximum
energy will be aboirt 20 Rev. Later the
iinmber of klystrons can be rpdruplecl,
if desired, increasing the gain to perhaps
4 5 Mev per foot and the top energy to
more than 40 Rev.
111 both the first and secoud stages it
will be possible to operate at any energydown to one Bev and at pulse rates from
one to 360 per second. Even though the
lieam will be on for only a small portion
of the t o t d time, its high intensity will
give the Stanford accelerator much the
strongest average particle stream of any
large accelerator. In the first stage the
average beam current should be about 30
microamperes at 20 Ikv, and this will
go up to 60 microamperes at 40 Bev in
the second stage. For comp:irison, the
average beam current of the 30-Bev
proton synchrotron a t the Brookhaven
National Laboratory is about .01 microampere.
It may prove possihle to accelerate
several different benms of different energies at the same time. This would be
done by placing as many as six electron
guns at varioiis points along the tube and
programing them so that electrons from
different guns are injected into the machine and accelerated on successive klystron pulses. The beams would then be
sorted out by a magnet at the end, which
would deflect electrons of different energies through different angles.
Such refinements aside, the two-mile
accelerator will be much like 32 Mark
111 machines placed end to end, except
that the accelerator pipe will be separated from all other equipment and all
operating personnel by about 35 feet of
earth radiation-shielding. A gallery running parallel to the tunnel will house the
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klystrons and associated equipment.
Since the useful operating life of each
klystrai tube will probably be about
2,000 hours, the replacement rate with
the initial complement of 240 tubes will
be about three klystrons a day. Accorcliugly the klystron gallery will often be
inhabited by service crews, as well as bv
members of the operating staff. Vel
little service will be needed in the accelerator tunnel; there should be no occasion to enter it oftener than perhaps
once every few weeks. The separntion of
the klystron gallery from the radiation
in the accelerator tunnel makes it possible to plan continuous research operation, 24 hours a day for extended periods. with all normal adjustment and servicing beiug done while the mnclrine is
running.

s

o much for the accelerator itself. To
the physicists who will use it, this
piece of costly and intricate hmdware
is simply a spigot f o r energetic electrons.
They are chiefly interested in the business
end of the installation, where the electrons are put to use. As the illustration on
the preceding two pages shows, the
beam will pass from the accelerator
proper through a further length of
vacuum piping into a large switchyard.
There a series of large deflection magnets can direct the beam to any of several target biiildings. Two buildings nre
planned initially. The total land reserved
for experimental use is more than 100
acres, which means that at least three
more target areas can be added Inter.
With a number of widely separated experimental areas it will be possible to
shield eaclt from the others and therefore
to proceed with setting up several experiments while the beam is in w e in ;I
p r t i c d u r building. Milch of the ccluipment used in high-energy experiments is
massive and hard to move, and it will
often take more time to set up an experiment than to perform it. For example, it
will not be iincommon to stack concretc
shielding blocks to a thickness of 35 feet
or more inside the target buildings.
So far as their application to research
is concerned, accelerators differ in five
principle characteristics: the kind of particle accelerated, the beam energy, the
average beam current or intensity (number of particles accelerated per second),
the fraction of the total time that the
beam can actually be delivered to a target, and the ease with which the beam
can be brought out of the machine and
directed into experimental areas. The
major distinction between the two-mile
machine and others of comparable ener-

gy is that it produces a beam of electrons
rather thaii protons. The research programs of electron and proton machines
are complementary; each kind of machine has applications for which it is
especially well suited. The other notable
characteristics of the Stanford accelerator are its high energy, high intensity
and the experimental flexibility arising
from the fact that the beam emerges
naturally from the machine and can be
transported over lorig distances to any
of several widely separated research
areas. Efficient extraction of the beam
from circular machines is often a difficult
problem. The main experimental disadvantage of the Stanford machine lies in
the fact that its beam will nctually be on
for only almut .06 per cent of the total
operating time. This brief duty cycle,
much shorter than those in circular machines, means that some special measuring technicluc>swill have to be developed.
Eve11 though the duty cycle is short,
certain visual detecting devices clo fit in
quite well. Bubble chambers operate on
a cycle requiring about a second of recovery time between the successive photographs of particle tracks. With the
help of a p l s e d magnet, one in every
SO0 or so beain pulses from the twomile machine could be deflected to a
bubble chamber. No one woiild miss an
occasional pulse, aiid it would produce
enough interesting events to keep the
1)ubble chamber happy.
That sort of experiments will be done

Vi with the big elcctron machine? AI-

though it is possible to foresee the geuera1 directions the research program may
take, no specific prediction can be taken
too seriously. only occasiona1ly in the
past have the nlost important applications of a n accelerator turned out to l)e
those for which it \vas origindly intended. For example, an important use of the
accelerators in the energy range of 300
to lj00 Mev that were built soon ’after
LVorld \Var [I has 1)een the production
and study of pioiis ( p i mesons). But the
pion was iiot discovered until after the
construction of most of these machines
had begun. In the planning of the Cosmotron at the Brookhaven National Laboratory the energy was set at three Bev
before it was found that this energy was
well suited to the study of the so-called
“strange” particles that are now a large
part of the Cosrnotron research program.
( A notable exception to the rule is the
Revatron at the University of California:
the energy of this machine was deliberately set at 6.3 Bev so that antiprotons
could be created.) Subject, then, to

MAXIMUM
ACCELERATING
FIELD

MAXIMUM
DECELERATING
FIELD

ACCELERATION OF ELECTRONS can be achieved by sending
pulses of high-frequency electromagnetic energy through a straight,
evacuated tube. The sinusoidal rurve at top shows how electrons
become bunched where the field strength of the accelerating part
of the electromagnetic wave is at a maximum. As the electrons ride
the accelerating crest of the traveling field, moving almost at the
speed of light, they gain energy continuously. For the Stage I Stanford machine this energy will reach 3 peak of 22 billion electron

volts, and for the Stage I1 machine, more than 40 Bev. As the
electron gains energy it also gains enormously in mass. This is
suggested above by the increasing blarkness of the balls symbolizing electrons at three successive instants. (For clarity, electron
bunches are shown at only one of the field maxima in each diagram.) The finger-like shapes projecting into the tube represent
disks that hold the velocity of the electromagnetic field very slightly
below the velocity of light so that it will match that of the electrons.
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ELECTRON-PROTON SCATTEKIXG is typical of experiments
in which increased “resolving power” can he obtained by incre:isiiig the energy of the electron beam. The purpose of the euyerimerit is to infer the bize of the proton and tlie way its electric.
and magnetic. properties are distributed. Electroiia ;ire defiected

at different angles depending on how close they pass to the
center of :I proton. T h e experiment requires an nnalyzing rnagnet t o select LL be:im 01 electrons having nearly the siiine energy
arid :I tletevtor to c o u n t theni. Magiret a n d deteclor arc moved
radially uroiir~tltlie target to ohtain zani1)lt: couritb at v:irious ;ingles.

proton :udneutron. ‘The spatial clistrilxit i o i l of: the electric aiicl inagii&c p r o p ~ r ties of thc particles can be cleducrtl f r o x n
iii ivlticli they deflect or scatter electrons. In these scatteriiig experimeiits the :iccclerator is employed essent i d l v : I S a xnicroscolx,.
\Vith higher electron eiiergicss avail;\lile from thc: two-inile machine it shoiild
be possible to penetrate deeper into the
particles and so examine them in greater
c1et;iil. Althoiigh there is 110 o1)vious
iippt’i- limit to the ent:rgy of the probing
electroiis in this work, iis the mwgy increases the experirnents will become
iiiore difficult to perform and the results may be iiiore difficult to interpret.
By way of illustrating the experimentnl difficulties, part of Hofstadter’s auxiliary equipment with the one-l3ev Miirk
111is a large “spectrometer,” or analyzing
magnet, that is rotated around the target
on a five-inch naval g ~ mmount, the
whole rig standing more than 20 feet
high and weighing more than 100 tons
[see “The Atomic Nucleus,” by Robert
AMERICAN,
Jdy,
Hofstadter; SCIENTIFIC
19551. A similar spectrometer for 20Rev electrons woulcl have dimensions 20
times as large and is therefore clearly
impractical; new methods will have to be
developed for analyzing the scattered
electrons.

their tkpe, the t\\-o original particles inof the t\\(o-mile acceIer:~toI seem to fall tcract ill differeut \ra\ s to for111 new ones.
Protons iirtcract priiixirily through the
iiito fiw classes.
T h e first of these is tlie investigation stroiig nuclear force, \vhich is still p o ~ r l y
understood. Electrons and photons, howof processes induced by electrons and 1):photoiis (qiiantn, or “particles,” of elec- ? \ el‘, interact l>!- me;ins of the electro, for \vliicIi ii complctc~,
troi&igrretic. r;tcliation . ~ l l e i ia 1iigl-ienerg!. electron penetrates matter and is ciuaiititative theoi-!, exists. For this rexslowed ClU\VlI o r stopp”d, inost of the lost son creation cxperiineiits i n \ d \ k i g elecenerg>-of motion is emitted i n the form of trons niid photoiis are usii:illy easier to
X-ray or g:mmi;i-rny photons. An elec- interpret th:m those dol ie with proton
bems.
troll uccelerator c;iii therefore provide
Although all the particics kiiinvii toeither ;i beain of electroiis or a 11eaii1 of
photons. Wheri a photon beam is to be day caii lie created Ijy electroils with
used, the electron beam from the uccel- an energy of about six Hev, observations
erator is first directed against a pre- on creation processes at energies well
lirnii-rary target called a racliator (which above the required ininimum values
in some cases is simply the front of tlie should provide valuable inforination.
main target), where some of the elrc- ‘This has already proved triie in the
trons strike the target material and emit study of the pion. Since any inclividud
photons. If a separate radiator is used, electron or photon has only a small probthe electrons that pass through it can ability of entering into a creation procthen be “ditched” by using a rnagnet to ess, ;in intense electron beam is neecletl
deflect them away, usually down, from to make such experiments feasible.
The second class of experiments is the
the path leading to the experimental
study of the structure of atomic nuclei
target.
Every elementary particle, including and of the individual nucleons (protons
the electron and the photon, can take and neutrons) that compose them. Using
part in the creation of other elementary the Mark 111 accelerator, Robert Hofstadter and his associates at Stanford
particles. Creation is a collision processthat is, it can occur only when a particle have already obtained some of the most
carrying sufficient energy comes very precise measurements to date of the size
close to another particle. Depending on and structure of atomic nuclei and of the
soine iiiicertainty, the imin applic,d t 1011s
’
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‘rile pioblein of interpietiiig electionprotori scattering data at high eneigies
arises in part froin the increased coniplexity of the matheinatical models that
will be used to describe the structure of
the pi oton. When tlie present models die
extended to piedict what will happeii at
eneigies above a few Bev, large discrepancies appear. To show how far
apart the models can get, the proba1)ility of backward scattering at six Bev
that IS predicted by one current model
is moie than n billion billion times larger
thaii the figure predicted by another
model. The experiments will, of course,
help establish which model is mole near1y coirect, but the lack of undeistanding
iinpliccl by this absurd exainple inalces it
uucc~tainhow adequ‘ite present theoiy
will be to reveal the significance of expeiimental data obtained at higher energies.
A thn d appliccition tor the t\vo-niile
.iccelerntor lies in experiin~iits with
beams of the valious secondary p i ticles
that can be cleated by the high-energy
electioiis. Secoiidary particles (pions,
mtiprotoiis, iieutriiios aiicl so on) ai be
produced by either p i oton or electroii
machines. In general, each proton will
cieate many mole secondary particles
than will each electron or photon, and
foi this 1 easoli it was originnlly expected
that aecondar)i-particle work \vouId not
play as large a part in the research program for the two-mile machine as in
those for the large proton nixhine5. Reccwt c,ilculatioiis have shown
tliat thc, photon pi oduction p i c
pioduce inany mole second‘ir
with energies neaily as high as the energy
ot the primary beam t h m had been expected. If so, high-energy secorldal ){-particle experiments will liavc a piomi~ieut
placc in the program of the Staufoid
machine.

though neutrino-induced events are extiemely i are, their piobability incieases
with incieasing energ)’, m c l the combination of high energy and high intensity
provided by the two-mile machine cvould
pi oduce enough high-energy rieutrino~
to make experiments of thi\ kind possible. Present calculations indicate that
the intensity of high-eneigy neutrino
btwns obtain‘ible from the Stanford accelei ator should be gieatei than thow
fioin any other machine now operating
oi under construction.
If the acceleiatoi’s eneigy is eventually increased to its highest level, 40
to 45 Bev, it will be possible to study
the stlucture of some of the secoiidary
particles theinselves by the reverse of
the usual scattering process. Instead of
putting the probing electrons into a
higli-enei gy benm ~ i i dbouncing them

ofi the iiucleons undei study, the stationary elections in target ,itoms could
be used ‘1s probes to delineate the structure of high-energy pions or muons (mu
mesons) cliiected against them. (Electrons, like piotons, ,lie always piesent iii
any target, but the effects of electronelccti on scattering are either not measured or die subtracted from the data
when the intended target particles are
protons or nuclei.)
The fourth major area in which the
Stanford acceleratoi may be particularly
effective is in the extension of electroinagiletic theory. So far no discrepancies
between theory and experiment have
been observed where only the electroinagiletic force is involved. Since the
present electromagnetic theory has bcen
so satisfactory over the full range of enPI gies now available, it is of consicler-

’he gencral objective of seconclq -

1 pa1title experiments is the systematic study of the properties and interactions of all the elementary particles. A
great many expel iments ale possible
within this broad aien. Two possibilities
will be briefly discrissed heie.
As regular reach s of this inag‘iziiie
are aware, the so-called weak interxtioiis
between elementary particles have recently attracted a great deal of attention
in physics [see “The Weak Interactions,”
b y S. B. Treiman; SCIENTIFICAMERICAN, M‘iich, 19591. One particle, the
iieutrino, interacts only by means of the
wreak force, and there has been a great KLYSTRON POWER TUBE. about three feet long, is one of 30 used in the present billioiid(wl of interest in trying to observe the eIectron-volt accelerator at Stanford. Power emerge3 from the round window at the upper
cfkct? of neutrino beailis on matter. AI- left. The two-mile areelerator, in Stage 1, ill require 240 hlystrons of similar design.
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able interest to see if i t iii!l rcniain valid
at higher energies-which is loosely
equivalent to saying at shorter distances.
To force two particles to come very close
to each other requires very high energies.
Moreover, since close-approach events
are rare, high intensities are needed to
produce enough events to get statistically meaningful results.
xperimeiits in this area may be among

E the most fundamental in the whole

program. One way to state the cluestion to be examined is to ask if there is a
certain distance in nature within which
the usual laws of physics no longer apply. It is possible, for example, that light
may travel over very short distances at a
velocity greater than c.
Since the laws at issue involve a purely electromagnetic interaction, the investigation is better suited to electron
machines than to proton ones. A typical

experiment would be to measure electron scattering from target electrons at
energies above 10 Bev. A beam of muons
(which in their properties appear to be
heavy electrons) could also be directed
against target electrons at very high
energies.
A further possible experiment of the
same type involves the scattering of positrons (the positively charged antiparticle
of the electron) by electrons. To obtain
a beam of positrons from the two-mile
machine, electrons would be injected
and accelerated in the usual way to an
energy of 100 Mev or so. Then the electron beam would be directed against a
one-inch slab of copper inside the accelerator tube; some of the electrons
would emit photons. and some of the
photons would create electron-positron
pairs. Emerging from the far side of the
copper slab would be a mixed beam of
clectrons, positrons and photons, togeth-

er with some neutrons and protons that
had been knocked out of the copper
nuclei. By adjusting the phase of the
electric field in the accelerator a reasonable fraction of the positrons could be
picked up by the traveling wave and
accelerated to fnll energy through the
rest of the machine. Most of the electrons beyond the radiator would face a
decelerating field, the protons move too
slowly to be accelerated, and of course
the neutral particles are unaffected by
the electric field.
At the end of the machine a magnet
would deflect the positron beam toward
the target. The other particles reaching
the magnet would be deflected at the
wrong angle or not at all. The positron
beam should attain an intensity perhaps
as great as one-thousandth that of the
normal electron beam.
Finally, one of the most interesting assignments for the two-mile accelerator
coulcl be a systematic search for new
particles. Whether or not any exist--and,
if so, how many-is quite uncertain, but
there is a growing suspicion that there
may be a considerable group of purticles
with extremely short lifetimes. Although
it is not now evident what kind of experiments and what energy will serve best
to find such particles, a high-energy,
high-intensity electron accelerator is
clearly well suited to the search. If a new
particle were created by photons, for
cxample, it would be easier to calculate
the details of the reaction and therefore
to predict what should be observed than
in the case of creation by protons. Accorclingly the detection and identification of the new particle would be simplified. This is again a result of the fact that
the electromagnetic interaction of the
photon is quantitatively understood,
whereas the strong-force interaction of
the proton is not.

To conclude this summary of possible
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HIGH-ENERGY ACCELERATORS recently completed, under construction and proposed
range in energy from six to 70 billion electron volts. All but the proposed Stanford machine are of circular type. A linear machine is better suited for electron energies above
10 Bev. Dubna is in the U.S.S.R., as is Yerevan. CERN i s the European Center for Nuclear Research, Geneva. MURA stands for Midwestern Universities Research Association.
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experiments we want to re-emphasize the difficulty of predicting the directions that particle-physics research
will take during the next ten years.
Often in the past the advent of a new
accelerator extending into higher energy ranges has turned up something
entirely unexpected. Since the two-inile
machine will be the only electron accelerator operating above 10 Bev, it will
be surprising if it does not bring to light
phenomena that are at present unforeseen. Perhaps “disappointing” is a better
word than “surprising.” The fact that we
cannot now set down exactly how the
accelerator will be used is one of the
best reasons for building it.
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